LoFT: similarity-driven multiobjective focused library design.
We present LoFT, a tool for focused combinatorial library design. LoFT provides a set of algorithms, constructing a focused library from a chemical fragment space under optimization of multiple design criteria. A weighted multiobjective scoring function based on physicochemical descriptors is employed for traversing the chemical search space. The new aspect of LoFT is that a similarity-driven product-based library design approach is provided on fragment level. For this reason the feature tree descriptor is incorporated for similarity comparison of library compounds to given bioactive molecules as well as for diversifying the resulting libraries. The feature tree descriptor abstracts the molecular graph to a tree structure where the nodes are labeled with physicochemical properties. For comparison, the nodes of two trees are mapped onto each other. This strictly hierarchical mechanism is suitable for the efficient comparison of chemical fragments, allowing the evaluation of the resulting products on fragment level without explicitly enumerating them. LoFT was validated, applying three different data sets. Starting with a random reagent selection, we optimized the libraries using maximum similarity to known bioactive molecules and iteratively adding further criteria. Moreover, we compared these results with data we obtained with FTrees-FS.